LEADERSHIP LESSON # 53: HOW TO SHARE THE PLAN OF SALVATION
OUTLINE BY W. STACEY BOUTWELL

Three Key Texts:
– Romans 10:14-17

– 1 Peter 3:13-17

– 2 Timothy 4:2

Share the Gospel relationally.
The Gospel is most effectively shared through relationships. Our genuine friendships
establish trust, gain a hearing, and become the channels for connecting the Gospel from one
life to another.
Share the Gospel conversationally.
Simply talk to people. The conversation provides the environment for the Gospel to be
shared patiently and to be heard in love.
Tell your story. Tell people how Jesus has changed your life and what knowing Him means
for you now. Use this simple outline.
– My life before I met Jesus.
– How I came to know Jesus.
– How Jesus changed my life.
– What knowing Jesus means to me.
Have a plan but be flexible.
A variety of “plans” for sharing the Gospel exist: EE, CWT, Roman Road, ABC method,
Four Spiritual Laws. All of them have merit to the degree that they express the truth of the
Bible and point toward Jesus. Use the “plan” that is most natural for you. Remember that the
goal is to share the Gospel in a way that connects with a lost person, not complete all the
points of an evangelistic outline. You will need to adjust you r plan to fit your setting and
time limitations and to reach the person.
Share the Gospel confidently and passionately.
When you share the Gospel you present God’s amazing, life-giving truth. As you share, the
Holy Spirit draws your hearers to Jesus.
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Share the Gospel ________________________.
The Gospel is most effectively shared through relationships. Our genuine friendships
establish trust, gain a hearing, and become the channels for connecting the Gospel from one
life to another.
Share the Gospel ___________________________.
Simply talk to people. The conversation provides the environment for the Gospel to be
shared patiently and to be heard in love.
Tell your story. Tell people how Jesus has changed your life and what knowing Him means
for you now. Use this simple outline.
– My life before I met Jesus.
– How I came to know Jesus.
– How Jesus changed my life.
– What knowing Jesus means to me.
Have a ____________but be _________________.
A variety of “plans” for sharing the Gospel exist: EE, CWT, Roman Road, ABC method,
Four Spiritual Laws. All of them have merit to the degree that they express the truth of the
Bible and point toward Jesus. Use the “plan” that is most natural for you. Remember that the
goal is to share the Gospel in a way that connects with a lost person, not complete all the
points of an evangelistic outline. You will need to adjust you r plan to fit your setting and
time limitations and to reach the person.
Share the Gospel _______________________ and _______________________.
When you share the Gospel you present God’s amazing, life-giving truth. As you share, the
Holy Spirit draws your hearers to Jesus.

